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Association of Mortgage Intermediaries’ response to FOS discussion paper – 

creating a funding model for the future 

 

This response is submitted on behalf of the Association of Mortgage Intermediaries (AMI) and the 
Association of Finance Brokers (AFB). AMI is the trade association representing over 80% of UK 
mortgage intermediaries. AFB sits within AMI and represents second charge (formerly secured loan) 
brokers. 

Intermediaries active in this market act on behalf of the consumer in selecting an appropriate lender 
and product to meet the individual consumer’s mortgage requirements. AMI members also provide 
access to associated protection products. AFB members also provide access to unsecured products. 

Our members are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) to carry out 
mortgage, insurance mediation and consumer credit activities. Firms range from sole traders through 
to national firms and networks, with thousands of advisers.  

Response 

We ask the FOS to consider our comments made in this section alongside our responses to the 
consultation questions set. 

High-level feedback 

Before we go into specifics on the proposals set out in the DP, there are some broader issues we would 
like to address around the role of FOS in the regulatory landscape, and its original purpose versus the 
apparent direction of travel today. 

FOS was originally conceived to be a dispute resolution service, and continues to describe its primary 
function as ‘to sort out complaints between financial businesses and their customers in a fair and 
impartial way’. However, we are concerned that the current approach leans more towards that of a 
consumer advocate, where firms are seen as at fault until proven otherwise. 

We value and support the need for consumers to have access to an impartial dispute-resolution service, 
but also feel there should be an acknowledgement of the service and duty of care owed by FOS to fee-
paying firms who, by and large, are not guilty of any wrongdoing. Even firms against whom complaints 
are upheld deserve fair and proportionate treatment, so that good firms can learn from past mistakes 
and bad firms find it harder to trade on a narrative of unfair persecution. 

If the goal is to create a complaint-handling service that is mutually co-operative and well-respected by 
consumers and industry practitioners alike, the financial sector needs to have confidence in the 
impartiality, quality and consistency of the service FOS provides.  

https://www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk/who-we-are/governance-funding
https://www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk/who-we-are/governance-funding
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We would therefore urge FOS to weigh any changes set to be implemented against these wider 
concerns around fairness and value added.  

Our position can be summarised as follows: 

• Transparency on fees and levies should be matched with transparency on costs.  
• Data analysis – especially where this feeds into regulatory decision-making – should factor in 

qualitative feedback and a range of potential explanations before conclusions are drawn on the 
drivers of a given trend. We request FOS provide its analysis of differing free case fee levels on 
income and the percentage of firms that pay a fee. This was provided in the 2019 future funding 
consultation but is notably absent this time.  

• Significant shifts in entitlements and charging structures should be justified with robust cost-
benefit analyses. 

• And most importantly: Fees and levies imposed should not only reflect the costs incurred 
by FOS, but also the value for money received by fee-payers.  

We hope to see positive engagement on this matter, as our ultimate aim is not to oppose regulatory 
costs for the sake of it, but to help foster a business environment that rewards good behaviour and 
makes bad practices futile. Speaking on behalf of the mortgage intermediary sector, where standards 
are generally high and upheld complaints relatively uncommon, we feel we are already in a good place. 
We would therefore welcome the opportunity to gain a better understanding of the value FOS can 
deliver for well-functioning sectors of the financial industry, alongside the value it delivers for 
consumers. 

Questions 

Q1: Do you agree with how we suggest building on our current principles and are there any 
other factors we should take into account? 

The stated principles are hard to disagree with in the abstract, but can become distorted in the 
execution. There are two key examples of this (both in current systems and in the DP proposals): 

1. Costs 

The first principle on costs says: ‘businesses which generate the most work [should pay] the most for 
our service’. But beneath this lies an assumption that the business responsible for a complex, time-
consuming case is invariably the one defending the complaint, and never a third party such as a CMC, 
or a company outside the jurisdiction of FOS altogether (e.g. a solicitor or an accountant). As first point 
of contact, mortgage intermediaries are liable to receive complaints about issues that are beyond their 
control or ‘generated’ by third parties, so they risk having to bear a disproportionate share of the case 
handling fees for mortgage-related disputes.  

We are aware of instances where a customer makes a service-related complaint to FOS against a 
mortgage intermediary firm, however the firm feels, and is able to evidence, they are not at fault and 
believes the complaint should sit with the lender/insurer. Should FOS agree with the firm’s assessment 
and the complaint is closed as ‘not upheld’, a customer may decide to raise the complaint against the 
lender/insurer. In this situation FOS benefits from two £750 case fees, which we feel is unfair. In our 
view, the firm that is deemed to not be at fault upon final assessment of the complaint should be 
reimbursed the case fee.   

More generally, the DP neglects to acknowledge that the customer is not always right (the 2021/22 
FOS average uphold rate of 38% – falling to 25% in the mortgage sector – stands testament to this). 
Case complexity is sometimes driven by consumer claims that do not stand up to deeper scrutiny. It is 
well-understood that part of working in a customer-facing environment means occasionally having to 
deal with unpleasant and/or unreasonable individuals. So, the default concept of a complainant as a 

https://www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk/data-insight/annual-complaints-data/annual-complaints-data-insight-2021-22
https://www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk/data-insight/annual-complaints-data/annual-complaints-data-insight-2021-22
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victim until proven otherwise is unhelpful, especially in the context of justifying the way in which FOS 
passes on its costs to firms. 

The promise of an initial ‘conversion’ stage does little to reassure that no firm will be unfairly penalised 
with case fees for a ‘frivolous or vexatious’ complaint, as the validity of a complaint appears to depend 
on whether the consumer’s grievances seem genuine, not whether they are fair and reasonable.  

Also, it may not be possible to determine whether a complaint is ‘frivolous or vexatious’ until a thorough 
investigation has been conducted to assess the evidence behind the initial claims. Firms would benefit 
from further clarity on what constitutes a ‘frivolous or vexatious’ complaint, as we feel the definition is 
so wide in DISP that a complaint is unlikely to be viewed this way. It would be useful for FOS to provide 
complaint case studies that fall into the ‘frivolous or vexatious’ category, to aid understanding. 

In summary, the assumption that it is always acceptable to pass costs incurred by FOS directly onto 
the firm defending a given complaint overlooks these nuances, and risks stoking resentment and 
disillusionment with the process amongst firms that are ultimately found to have not been at fault. 

2. Proportionality 

There needs to be greater sensitivity to the vast differences in scale and structure between businesses 
in the FOS CJ. Currently, mortgage networks are classed as one entity when there may be hundreds 
of different AR businesses and sometimes thousands of advisers sharing a single allowance of three 
free cases. Conversely, a directly-authorised broker firm with only one or a handful of advisers is 
granted the same three case allowance. 

Networks enable ARs to outsource their compliance functions, so there is an incentive for ARs to report 
any negative client feedback to their principal as a potential complaint, as it is not their remit to make 
the judgement call. Especially since the definition of 'complaint' was broadened out to mean any 
‘expression of dissatisfaction', which introduced more subjectivity into the complaints reporting process. 
This could be part of the explanation for higher complaints volumes coming from larger principal firms 
in the mortgage sector. 

The very act of formally responding to a complaint encourages consumers to consider escalation to 
FOS, as internal complaints procedures must involve informing clients of their right to refer to FOS and 
include a FOS leaflet. Therefore, higher complaint volumes do not necessarily reflect a higher degree 
of customer dissatisfaction – they can also reflect differences in reporting structures and different levels 
of discretion exercised over what constitutes an ‘expression of dissatisfaction’. This compounds the 
inconsistent impact of the reduction of the free case allowance from 25 to three on firms depending on 
their size and regulatory structure, oversight and control. 

We are also aware of cases where FOS has deemed a complaint to be outside jurisdiction, yet the firm 
incurred a £750 case fee. This is not a proportionate application of the case fee, given FOS is likely to 
have used minimal resources to come to this conclusion. We request that FOS re-consider this 
approach by removing the case fee or at the very least charging a nominal fee (£25 or proportionate 
amount) in these circumstances.     

Q2: Do you agree with our option of changing the CJ levy to recover fixed overheads?  

We support the proposals to use levies to fund fixed overheads and infrastructure projects and case 
fees to fund the workforce needed to respond to variable volumes of complaints and enquiries. The 
need to recruit and train investigators and ombudsmen will be led by demand for their services, so it 
makes sense for case fees to fund this expense.  

However, on levies we believe transparency on costs is paramount. We would challenge the omission 
of personnel costs for senior management and operations, as these too can be considered fixed 
overheads in the sense that they are less sensitive to the yearly fluctuations in caseloads. To 
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understand whether or not a levy amount that exceeds the current £106 million is reasonable, we would 
need to see a breakdown of which segments bear the greatest expense, including outsourcing and 
consultancy costs. 

Costs for upgrades to IT systems are notoriously difficult to forecast and overspends are common, so 
the expectation that the levy will ‘reduce over time’ once an upfront investment has been made and the 
Action Plan implemented seems unrealistic. It is also contradicted later on with the suggestion that fees 
could rise with inflation, without justification for why this might be necessary. Our stance is that fees 
should never rise with inflation, as the costs of providing the service are driven by complaints volumes 
and demand, which could fall as well as rise. 

Q3: Do you agree with our proposal for simplifying the VJ levy? 

No comment. 

Q4: Should we retain our single, flat case fee or do you support a differentiated case fee model? 

Differentiated charges may provide an incentive for firms to be more proactive in complaint prevention 
and resolution at an earlier stage. But higher potential case fees in conjunction with the severe reduction 
in free cases and the higher standards expected by the new Consumer Duty could present some 
problems. 

As we have raised with FOS and the FCA before, the reduction of free cases from 25 to three will see 
many firms faced with case fees for the first time, so we could now see an uptick in firms settling 
complaints early to avoid the £750 fee (or more depending on how these proposals are taken forward). 
Assessing the success of the new Consumer Duty will be dependent on effective data gathering, and 
a reduction in cases arriving at FOS due to prohibitive costs will mean losing a valuable source of 
insight. Similarly, the FCA’s work on improving the Appointed Representatives regime is dependent on 
the monitoring of upheld FOS complaints and assessment of any differences in uphold rates and 
outcomes between principal (i.e. those firms with appointed representatives) and non-principal firms. 
With the potential for fewer complaints to arrive at FOS due to the significant reduction in free cases, 
this could hinder the FCA’s progress and ability to meet its aims under this policy. 

We therefore believe the free case allowance should be reviewed once FOS's change programme has 
been implemented. FOS's justification for increasing the levy and reducing the number of free cases 
was to support the change programme and help ensure backlogs are cleared. It is clear from data that 
FOS is making progress on the complaints backlog. In any case, we would urge FOS to continue to 
monitor the impact of the change on firm behaviour, as a drop-off in complaint volumes won’t 
necessarily reflect rising standards in the industry. 

In addition, more detailed, clear and readily available guidance on best practices for firms during the 
complaint resolution process from FOS would have to accompany any changes to the case fee charging 
structure. This is where we see a lot of frustration with the current system: a lack of clear expectations 
can leave well-meaning firms who have accepted culpability and are seeking to put things right 
penalised for misjudging what constitutes reasonable ‘distress and inconvenience’ compensation. At 
present, where FOS disagrees with the distress and inconvenience amount awarded by a firm, these 
complaints are recorded by FOS as an ‘upheld’ complaint, which is not fully reflective of the 
circumstances. 

We encourage FOS to record these type of complaint outcomes within a separate category. A graded 
approach to complaint recording ensures that firms doing the best by their clients are not unfairly 
grouped with firms where complaints have been upheld due to a firm’s wrongdoing. There needs to be 
better distinction between the two to help inform both customers and firms, particularly with the 
introduction of Consumer Duty. 
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We also believe FOS should introduce a differentiated (lower) case fee for situations where FOS agrees 
with the crux of a firm’s assessment of a complaint but feels the distress and inconvenience award 
presented by the firm should be higher. For example, a firm feels it is fair to offer a customer £100 for 
distress and inconvenience yet FOS deem £200 to be satisfactory. We feel a lower case fee is 
necessary on these types of complaints, as it is unfair for firms to be penalised with a full case fee in 
situations where the customer has received a good outcome and the complaint has only been upheld 
through a firm’s partial ‘misjudgement’ (which can be subjective) of an adequate distress and 
inconvenience award.  

Another aspect to consider is that a complaint can be made against an intermediary before any advice 
or recommendations are given, so firms could be motivated to identify potentially high-risk clients at 
outset and decline to enter into any discussions with them. This could exclude clients with vulnerable 
characteristics from access to advice through no fault of their own (examples might include clients with 
complex family or relationship circumstances, poor credit history, mental health issues, etc.). 

Broadly we are against differentiating case fees by resolution stage, but can see some merit in 
differentiating by product type, depending on how this is implemented. If the latter can significantly bring 
down case fees for mortgage and protection intermediaries – to a level more in proportion with the fees 
charged and the risks posed to clients in these advice areas – this may allay some of the concerns we 
have around case costs acting as an incentive to settle early. But we would have to see some more 
concrete proposals before making a judgement. We go into more detail on our thoughts on the two 
main differentiated fee models in the following two questions. 

Q5: Do you agree that we should charge different case fees according to the stage the case has 
reached before it is resolved? Do you consider this would create any unhelpful incentives?  

We have already outlined our concerns around the fairness of the way in which FOS is proposing to 
pass its costs onto firms in our answer to question one, but there are further nuances to consider. 

Consumers are asked to accept the decision at each stage, so if a case goes all the way to an 
ombudsman, that isn't necessarily a sign the case is more complex, it could just be that the consumer 
is more motivated to keep escalating (especially as there is no risk to the complainant for rejecting a 
decision). With firms, rejecting an initial decision and escalating to an ombudsman carries the risk of 
receiving an even harsher verdict, so there is already a disincentive to challenge an investigator’s 
assessment unless the firm feels confident they have a strong case. 

There is also a selection bias: consumers are more likely to settle early if their complaint is upheld on 
first assessment and they are offered satisfactory recompense. So, the ones that go to ombudsman will 
be disproportionately cases that are not upheld initially by an investigator, meaning they are more likely 
to be spurious or less clear-cut as to who is in the wrong.  

One perverse outcome could be that firms found to have caused the most obvious and serious 
consumer harm end up paying lower case fees than firms who have complaints escalated to an 
ombudsman but ultimately not upheld.  

Firms will also be more likely to accept a view they perceive to be unfair if the proposed redress is less 
costly than challenging it further. This could foster a perception that the process is stacked in favour of 
the consumer, reducing the financial industry’s trust and confidence in FOS to deliver on its objectives 
in line with its values. 
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Q6: Do you agree that we should vary case fees according to the type of product the complaint 
relates to? If you agree, do you think we should also introduce fees that are chargeable 
according to case stage?  

Given the many issues we can foresee with differentiation by resolution stage, we do not support the 
proposal to implement this idea in conjunction with any other charging model. However, on its own, 
there could be merit in differentiating case fees by product type. 

Product type is often a key factor influencing:  

• Case complexity, 
• Potential harm, and 

• The amount of compensation needed. 

It also links directly into the fees charged to the consumer, so this fee model would better reflect the 
‘proportionality’ principle discussed in Q1. Mortgage brokers operate on thin margins and many charge 
less than the £750 FOS case fee, instantly putting advisers above the free-case limit at a loss if a 
complaint is referred to FOS, regardless of whether or not it is not upheld. Pension and investment 
advisers meanwhile typically charge much more than £750 for an initial report, on top of which they 
receive ongoing percentage-based advice fees. So, a non-upheld pension or investment-related 
complaint is unlikely to mean the adviser has made a net loss on that client. 

We therefore feel differentiating case fees by product type is much closer to the ‘polluter pays’ model, 
and more closely reflects the harm bad advice is likely to cause in different sectors. As stated earlier, 
we would want more detail on how this idea could work in practice – including figures supported by data 
and evidence – before lending our support to it. For example, we would want to know the granularity of 
product type definition. Will case fees differ according to broad product categories like mortgages and 
pensions, or will they depend on mortgage type, and whether or not the loan is first or second charge, 
as examples? 

Q7: Do you agree with reducing the margin of 15% to 5% and removing the free case allowance 
in group fee account arrangements? 

Agree. 

Q8: Do you agree that an initial fee at conversion will protect us and levy payers from the risk 
of not recovering costs for completed work? 

We are inclined to agree on this point. Not only could this protect levy payers in the CJ from having to 
subsidise non-recovered case fees, it could also promote more proactive engagement with the 
complaints process amongst firms. Also, given that the fee is unavoidable irrespective of when it 
becomes payable, we would prefer firms to have the opportunity to pay it upfront, so that if the 
investigation is complex and protracted, the initial case fee would at least reflect the rates payable in 
the year the case was originated.  

Q9: Do you agree that a time limit of 12 months to claim for overpayment of fees provides firms 
with a sufficient opportunity to make any claim for repayment? 

Agree. 
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Q10: Do you agree that we should include the data that results from any new fee structure as 
part of the quarterly report we publish on our website? 

Yes, and we would call for more transparent and complete data overall to help us understand the trends 
FOS and the FCA are identifying. 

As we have seen in the AR consultation, 'volume of complaints' was the metric used to justify the need 
for the AR regime reform in the mortgage advice sector, as higher complaint volumes coming from 
principal firms were deemed to be an indicator of harm/bad practice (without any deeper analysis of the 
potential drivers of this, nor any information on uphold rates nor redress paid). 

As FOS quarterly, half-yearly and annual data does not include information on complaints by regulatory 
structure (even though the data clearly exists, as the FCA has access to it), we couldn’t corroborate the 
FCA’s claims with our own analysis. More generally, FOS spreadsheet data is often presented in a 
format that is difficult to sort and filter, and is sometimes abridged to the point where it is uninformative 
(such as the complaints data about financial advisers). 

Going forward, we would welcome the publication of more detailed and comprehensive datasets in a 
user-friendly format, so we can gain a clearer understanding of the data driving regulatory policy and 
decision-making. 

Q11: Do you have evidence to demonstrate problematic behaviours from CMCs and do you think 
a charge from the Financial Ombudsman Service would prevent them? 

Firms and trade bodies are unlikely to collect statistical data on the CMC market, as it is not their 
responsibility to monitor the behaviour of other sectors. The FCA and FOS claim they see ‘very little 
evidence’ to support anecdotal complaints received from firms about CMCs driving a high volume of 
frivolous cases, but has any research on the matter (quantitative or qualitative) been conducted by the 
regulators? An absence of evidence does not equal evidence of absence, and we would expect the 
regulators to investigate the issue properly before arriving at a conclusion. 

In practical terms, we can see value in implementing a minimum overturn rate, whereby a CMC with an 
overturn rate below a certain threshold (e.g. 40%) should pay fees for every subsequent case submitted 
for a set period (e.g. the next 12 months). Low success rates could then be reported to the regulator 
and handled accordingly. Gathering data on overturn rates per CMC would also provide the evidence 
needed to corroborate or refute the anecdotal claims of  CMCs driving a disproportionate share of 
‘frivolous or vexatious’ complaints in the industry. 

Q12: Would you like us to consider introducing differentiated fees based on case complexity in 
future? How should complexity be defined and how could fees based on complexity be applied 
most effectively? 

We don’t see this being workable for the reasons set out in our answers to questions one and five. Case 
complexity doesn’t necessarily reflect harm inflicted by firms, and is difficult to define objectively.  

The differentiation by product fee may be the best proxy available for determining complexity level, as 
(for example) consumer credit and mortgage cases are likely to be simpler than investment and pension 
cases. But beyond this we can’t see how a charging framework based on complexity could be 
implemented in a predictable and consistent manner. 

Q13: Would you like us to consider offering discounts for cases resolved in batches in future, 
or do you think that fees based on the stage a complaint reaches would have the same impact? 
What would be an appropriate minimum and maximum number of complaints to form a batch? 

No comment. 

https://www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk/data-insight/other-data
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Q14: Would you like us to introduce supplementary fees for firms which are uncooperative and 
how do you define ‘uncooperative’? 

As FOS has first-hand experience of dealing with uncooperative firms, we would suggest they are best 
placed to define what constitutes uncooperative behaviour. If FOS could issue a set of guidelines and 
expectations, it would be easier to identify when a firm is falling short. Rather than charging 
supplementary fees, we feel it would be more effective to report uncooperative firms to the FCA. 

Q15: Do you agree that these options should not be taken forward or should we reconsider any 
of them – and if so, why? 

Agree. One last point we would challenge on however is the observation that reducing free case 
entitlements further would ‘significantly’ increase FOS’s administrative costs. Has any cost benefit 
analysis been carried out to determine the optimum number of free cases to allow before administrative 
costs subsume additional fee revenue? If not, how was the number of three free cases arrived at?  

FOS’s 2019 future funding consultation1 included an in depth analysis of the impact of different free 
case fee levels (ranging from zero to 25) on FOS’s income and percentage of firms paying a case fee. 
As part of transparency, it’s important for FOS to share this analysis publicly as part of this consultation 
on future funding and to commit to further discussion and review of the number of free cases once its 
change programme has been fulfilled.  

The network model is common in the mortgage intermediary sector and therefore there will be a high 
percentage of mortgage intermediary principal firms that fall into the 31% of firms that pay a case fee 
under the zero free claims funding model (based on FOS 22/23 plans and budget assessment2 that 
with three free cases, 69% of firms will not pay a case fee).    

 

 

 

1 https://www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk/files/232245/our-future-funding-a-consultation.pdf  

2 https://www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk/files/323909/Financial-Ombudsman-Service-Plans-and-Budget-2022-23.pdf  

https://www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk/files/232245/our-future-funding-a-consultation.pdf
https://www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk/files/323909/Financial-Ombudsman-Service-Plans-and-Budget-2022-23.pdf

